Kore Flooring - 30 Year Limited Warranty
The manufacturer warrants to the original end consumer of laminate flooring panels for 30
years from the date of the purchase, that:
● The surface of the panels will not wear through.
● The panels will not fade from sunlight or normal artificial lighting.
● The panels will resist stains.
● The panels will resist water damage.
● The panel joints will remain secure after installation.
● The panels are free from manufacturing defects.

PRE-INSTALLATION WARRANTY
Prior to installation, you and/or the installer should inspect each board of flooring for any visible
defects such as cracks or marring, etc. Any defective boards should be returned to the store
from which the floor was purchased for immediate replacement. Our pre-installation warranty
does not cover visibly defective boards after they are installed, so it is very important that this
inspection be done prior to the installation.
LIMITED LIFETIME STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY WARRANTY
Kore provides a Limited Lifetime Structural Integrity Warranty guaranteeing that the laminate
floor will remain free from manufacturing defects in lamination, assembly and milling for a
lifetime. This warranty covers the laminate flooring in its original manufactured state.
MANUFACTURING DEFECTS WARRANTY
Kore guarantees its floors will be free from manufacturing defects in lamination, assembly,
milling, dimension and grading for as long as you own the floor.
WEAR, FADE & STAIN WARRANTY
Kore provides a wear, fade and stain warranty for the laminate flooring. This warranty
guarantees that the decorative laminate surface will not wear through, the floor will not fade due
to exposure to sunlight or electrical light and the surface will not stain. (Reduction in gloss is
NOT wear)
5-YEAR LIGHT COMMERCIAL WARRANTY
Kore laminates are a great choice for light commercial applications such as doctors’ offices, hair
salons, hotel rooms, retail showrooms, art galleries, etc. When used in light commercial
applications, Kore provides a warranty guaranteeing that the decorative laminate surface will
not wear through, the floor will not fade due to exposure to sunlight or electrical light and the
surface will not stain. Please check our laminate product section for current products which
carry the light commercial warranty.

